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In order to understand how human collective action is motivated, coordinated, governed and evolved an original 

framework of biocultural power is proposed. Biocultural power is the language enabled human capacity to produce 

and evolve the cultural representations and institutional rules that constitute and regulate the capacity to choose to 

do things together that could not be done alone. 

This paper proposes that biocultural power involves interactions between a range of interdependent and 

interpenetrating components that can be grouped into five broad categories: human actors and their attributes 

practices and outcomes; material conditions and artefacts; social configurations; institutional rules; cultural 

representations. As with other animals interaction among humans produces social configurations and game 

equilibria. Unique to human beings interaction produces first, joint intentionality and second, and decisively, 

collective intentionality and cultural representations (Tomasello, 2014).

As argued by Searle (1995; 2010), with supporting empirical evidence from Tomasello, the constitutive and 

regulative rules of language are the foundational institution of the human species. Institutions are evolving systems 

of established rules that enable and constrain human life, e.g.,  language and marriage.

The meaning of language is created – meaning is constituted – through the collective intentionality and cultural 

representations of human beings and enables the creation of new institutions. For example, the institution of 

marriage is constituted via language, initially sanctioning a relationship – interactive practices – between a woman 

and a man, governed by community laws. And laws are constituted by collective intentionality and associated 

cultural representations. Changes in cultural representations about the meaning of marriage have resulted in 

changes in institutional rules constituting and regulating marriage in some polities, enabling the preferences and 

interactive practices of two adults of the same gender to be accorded the status of marriage. Thus, the proposed 

framework supports conceptualisation of institutions as constitutive and as regulative rules, and goes beyond 

Hindricks and Guala’s (2015) conceptualisation of institutions as rules-in-equilibrium.
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• Ongoing Research Interest since 1972

– 1972: What citizen based governance principles & 

practices are appropriate for harnessing the 

economic power of corporations?

– 2008 (Gomez & Korine): which is grounded in sovereign 

rights to possess, use & dispose of property.

• Research Focus since 2012

– How is the collective action of the group living 

individuals of the human species motivated, 

coordinated, governed and evolved?

– And what are the implications for quality of life, 

competitive productivity, sustainable ecosystems, 

and adaptive innovation?

Institutional Rules & Biocultural Power
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• Hinde & the prospects for Biocultural Science

• Regularities of Observable Things (game 

theory) & Social Representations (Moscovici)

• Game theory requires a theory of preference 

formation (Hausman + Searle)

• Tomasello (+ Searle) & some foundations for 

Biocultural Science

• The structure of biocultural power – a general 

framework

– Five categories of interdependent components

– Application to governance (Lukes & Dahl + Foucault)

Agenda
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Hausman, 2012, Preference, Value, Choice, and Welfare

• Game theory rests on “a tacit theory of preference formation.” p53

• “Game theory takes over only after preferences over 

comprehensive outcomes are specified.” p54

• [The tacit theory] “is a fragment of an unacknowledged and largely 

undeveloped theory of preference formation that economists need 

[in order to be able] to define what games people are playing and to 

apply game theory.” p54

• Preferences are “subjective total comparative evaluations and 

hence [the] outcomes of a deliberative process” p136 (Conclusions)

Searle, 2001, Rationality in Action

• “Rational deliberation must begin with a well-ordered preference 

schedule.” p30. …… [However] “A well-ordered set of preferences is 

typically the result of successful deliberation, and not its 

precondition. Which do I prefer, to be in Berkeley or Paris? Well, I 

would have to think about it.” p30-31.

Game Theory & Desire & Belief Based 

Preferences
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The structure of biocultural power
Mostly subjective ontology; & objective epistemology
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The structure of biocultural power
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The structure of biocultural power: Lukes & Dahl + Foucault
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